D-Share
Digital Editions Suite

Tablet and mobile editions, ePaper and eMagazines can be
a proﬁtable business if made with the right technology.
Interactive features and cross-platform accessibility are two
of the most important factors in the future of digital publishing.

D-Share publishing platform for
all devices/screens (Apple, Android,
Huawei Store, Alexa) allows customers to acquire engaged subscribers and maximise the digital
revenue opportunity.

D-Share Digital Editions Suite consists
of a complete range of end-to-end solutions
for creating, managing and distributing
cutting-edge, interactive magazines
and digital editions with advanced user
experience, and with great variety of
browsing experience based on your
preferences: Digital Apps for PDF

browsing, Digital Apps for HTML rich
browsing, universal binary Apps, E-Paper
web-readers.
D-Share technology & architecture provide
easy integration with publisher’s APIs,
web services and content management
systems and full customization of
interface, features and widgets.

THE CENTRALITY OF MOBILE PUBLISHING
In the 21st century, the centrality of mobile in our daily life makes smartphone the most important channel for any
digital publisher. As technology partner, D-Share provides you with the ﬂexibility to choose between Replica or
Feed-Based Solutions for this strategic channel.

Replica Solutions:
Our cutting edge, fast rendering engine
provides the user with the same browsing
experience as the one of a printed product.
We provide features such as multimedia
enrichments, feeds, UGC, social content
sharing, fast download, thanks to our
optimization engine and a fully automated
workﬂow by integrating to publisher back-end
systems.
Add to that the easy integration to any
payment platform and third-party gateways.
And to ensure the highest level of security, we
provide you with a protected distribution
model.

Feed-Based Solutions:
By providing your mobile users with real time
content, you can guarantee their interactive
and continuous engagement and increase
your advertising revenues. A smooth
browsing & reading experience on a
mobile screen is essential for your
mobile strategy and thanks to D-Share’s
smartphone-optimized layouts and
sophisticated interactive features,
with special attention to look-and-feel
and design, you can offer continuously
updated multimedia content to your readers,
in a unique and appealing smartphone app
context.

D-Share provides media companies and large organizations
with end-to-end projects, industrial-strength software
solutions, tools and services for creating, distributing and
monetizing digital content across all channels.
Thanks to our technological skills, combined with extensive
research and a deep knowledge in digital media, we support
clients with a wide range of professional services (webCMS,
news mobile apps and digital editions, news design and
concept development).

Our experience and commitment to excellence has allowed us
to create advanced solutions for some of the most important
companies in the world, such as The Huffington Post Media
Group, GEDI Group, RTI-Mediaset, RCS MediaGroup, Eni, Il
Sole 24 ORE, Gremi Media, The Irish News, Ferrari Automotive,
Coop Genossenschaft, Unidad Editorial, Infront, Lietuvos
Rytas Media Group, Salini Impregilo, Touring Club Italiano,
Radio Italia. D-Share is a company subject to the management
and coordination of Eni S.p.A.
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